


“...the year is 2037 and the future is dried up...”
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Synopsis

The year is 2037. Europe is in a state of complete breakdown. The owner of the 
last well of natural pure water becomes substitute father and husband.
But when his well runs dry, he is forced to do the one last “trade”.
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SYNOPSIS 

The year is 2037. Europe is in a state of complete 
breakdown. The owner of the last well of natural 
pure water becomes substitute father and hus-
band. But when his well runs dry, he is forced to 
do the one last “trade”.

LOGLINE 

The Last Well is a short dystopian science fiction 
post-western film set in a dry Croatian hinter-
land where the last source of drinking water 
generates a series of troubles.

The Year is 2037, Europe is in shambles. Owner 
of the last well with natural clean water lives in 
Croatia. After one of his sales of clean drinking 
water ends in bloodbath, he becomes a substi-
tute father and a husband. But when the well 
dries out, he is forced to make one last “trade”...

TAGLINE 

The future is dried up.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Original title: Posljednji Bunar
English title: The Last Well
French title: Le Dernier D’eau Puit

Genre: Sci-fi / Post-Western
Running time: 20 min

Production year: Autumn 2016 / Winter 2017
Countries of production: Croatia / France

Shooting format: digital cinema (ARRI Amira, Arri 
Alexa Mini + ZEISS optics)
Screening formats: DCP SMPTE 25FPS 5.1 (EN 
or FR subs), DCP INTEROP 24FPS 5.1 (EN or FR 
subs), digital (H265/H264/PRORES) with 5.1 or 
STEREO
Ratio: 2,35:1 (3.2k master)

Language: Croatian (dialect)
Subtitles: English, French

PRODUCTION DETAILS

Danijel Pek (Producer)
danijel@antitalent.hr
+385911250205

Antitalent d.o.o.
B.J.Jelačića 54, Zaprešić, Croatia
antitalent.hr
FB/antitalentprodukcija

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pascaline Saillant (Co-producer)
pascaline@insolenceproductions.com
In association with Anais Bertand, 
Annelise Mallard, Vicent Antonini

Distribution contact:
Vincent Antonini - distribution@insolencepro-
ductions.com

Insolence productions
115 rue Saint Dominique, 75007 Paris, France
insolenceproductions.com
FB/insolenceproductions
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Film, music video and documentary director 
as well as multidisciplinary audiovisual author 
with an international experience. Filković di-
rected and produced over 100 successful and 
award-winning music videos and advertising 
commercials.

His music video career spans over a decade of 
professional work as director, having worked 
with most famous artists in Croatia such as Gib-
onni, Damir Urban, Massimo, Hladno Pivo, 2 Cel-
los, Edo Maajka and many many others.

During 2000s, he was involved in avantgarde art 
work with James Cauty (UK), member of The KLF 
music band. Together we created large scale art-
works, postage stamp art and video collabora-
tions, published mostly through his art project 
Kunstterrorist Organisation.

Filković is currently involved in directing TV doc-
umentaries like acclaimed “Lovac na bilje” (two 
seasons on Croatian national television), devel-
oping tv series and getting my feature film “The 
Bear Peak” off the ground.

His first short film “The Last Well” is a co-pro-
duction of Croatia and France. It was released 
in 2017, premiered on Zagreb film festival and 
is represented worldwide by Insolence Produc-
tion. The film is still being screened on interna-
tional film festivals, television premiere will be at 
France 3 television (somewhere in 2019). So far, 
film was screened on more than 30 film festivals 
and was awarded with 16 prizes.

Filković is very fluent in english and I live in Za-
greb, Croatia, but I’m traveling all the time be-
cause my works keeps me busy and adventur-
ous. 

Filković has a lot of international experience in 
his work. His short film “The Last Well” was in 
it’s final post-production stages in Paris, France 
where he got a chance to work with some of the 
brilliant French professionals such as special 
effect specialist Chadi Abo (The Matrix, 300...), 
sound editor Guillaume Couturier (Elle, The Salt 
of the Earth) and color grading artist Arthur Paux 
(Macadam Baby, Deep).

Filković is currently busy working on his feature 
film.

Director biography  
Filip Filković

May 2019
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The Last Well is a short film about the emotional lives of individuals - it has 
strong characters and a teasingly interesting narrative.
The technology in film had advanced but it didn’t change the way people live.

Director’s note
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It began with the story - the writer of my film 
Velimir Grgić (well respected author and film 
critic in Croatia) and I have started talking about 
the basis of our film. We knew we wanted to do a 
sci-fi film and were talking about how much wa-
ter is important in our daily lives. We did some 
research and came upon numerous shocking 
facts about water and how we use it, and sadly, 
how realistic it is that we could (very soon) find 
ourselves in a situation where the water is not 
so accessible to all, as it is today. Some time ago 
a small country in Europe (Slovenia) has amend-
ed its constitution to make access to drinkable 
water a fundamental right for all citizens and 
stop it from being commercialised. In contrast 
to that, several years ago CEO of a huge corpo-
ration said that all the drinking water should be 
privatised. This film is a response, concerning 
basic human rights and free use of water.

The Last Well is set in near future, time is spec-
ified (2037) but in its essence it is a film about 

an everyday topic and survival - it’s not set after 
a certain huge unforeseen cataclysmic event, it 
might be set right before one such event hap-
pens. It’s a sort of message of plausible things to 
come and a warning of possible ways how hu-
mans (as a civilised beings) can start to behave 
when their basic existential elements like water 
and food become a rare commodity.

We set out to make a really engaging story that 
asks the audience to question the protagonists 
actions and motivations. The background note 
of this film is the predatory capacity of the com-
mercial economy that could (once it falls down) 
have a huge impact on humanity with its inev-
itable ever shifting balance of global force and 
channels that it connects. Seemingly stubborn 
problems like human greed and environmental 
destructions are one of the topics of this film 
and it sort of answers the question; “what kind 
of impact such developments could have on civ-
ilised contemporary people”.

More than anything, this is a short film about 
the emotional lives of individuals - The Last Well 
has strong characters and a teasingly interesting 
narrative. The technology in film had advanced 
but it didn’t change the way people live. People 
still need basic stuff like water and food - with-
out access to these fundamental things people 
become animals. The characters in the film do 
not talk about the decline of the system and 
about the past because it is their current reality, 
the film is a representation of that reality.

With this film we predict a much darker reality 
in which all the water is just privatised and com-
mercialised. You can buy bottled water that bev-
erage companies sell but with those products 
comes a small percentage of side effects - and 
little by little, people get sick from it. All the oth-
er water sources on earth are mostly polluted. 
This is where our film begins. 

“
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The Last Well was filmed in late summer of 2016, 
on location near city of Zaprešić, right next to 
Croatian capital Zagreb where the production 
team found the perfect location to show what 
the consequences of massive water scarcity will 
look like in 2037. The production is Antitalent led 
by Danijel Pek, famous Croatian TV and film pro-
ducer. 

Writer-director Filip Filković entrusted main 
roles to several famous Croatian actors who 
were in turn very engrossed in their roles. 

The project was presented at Paris Courts 
Devant film festival and won “Prix Euro Courts 
Devant” award which granted the film and the 
production to seek out French co-production 
company to represent and distribute the film in-
ternationally and also to finish post-production 
in France.

Project development was suppored by the Croa-
tian Audiovisual Centre and the city of Zaprešić. 
Antitalent made the film in co-production with 
Insolence Productions. 

Production notes
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CAST  Alen Liverić
  Mia Biondić
  Ozren Grabarić
  Ida Rogić

DIRECTOR  Filip Filković Philatz

SCREENWRITER Velimir Grgić
   Filip Filković Philatz

PRODUCER  Danijel Pek
   Maja Pek

COPRODUCER  Pascalline Saillant

EXECUTIVE PROD. Tamara Babun
   Katarina Prpić 

COPROD. ASSOC. Anais Bertrand
   Annelise Mallard
   Vincent Antonini
 
PROD. ASSIST.  Sabrina Herak Smoković

DOP   Tomislav Krnić

EDITOR   Marko Šuvak Martinović

MUA   Sanja Hrstić Kuterovac
COSTUME DES  Alena Orović
PROD. DESIGNER Željka Rončević
PROPS   Ivan Črepić-Chum

SOUND REC.  Damir Rončević
SOUND MAST.  Guillaume Couturier
 
COLOR GRADE  Arthur Paux
VFX SUPERVIS.  Chadi Abo
 
SET PHOTOS  Renata Lučić 
 
GRIP   Grip film

Team
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We wanted to make an unconventional science 
fiction story - one that is very grounded in real-
ity. Because if you make a sci-fi film in Croatia, 
it needs to look and feel realistic and I have my 
reasons why. We did a lot of research and got 
to a point where we knew that water is one of 
the most important future topics. Water means 
life. Croatia is most famous for it’s great coast, 
very clean water (and football), so we decided 
to make a movie about water, set in Croatia in 
2037, in a time when fresh, clean and drinkable 
water is extremely rare.

We immediately started working on the script 
and within several days we had the first draft of 
the script which we then polished for the next 
several months. Luckily we got a great producer 
Danijel Pek and together with him we developed 
our film further, soon we got financing through 
Croatian Audiovisual centre and that powered 
the entire project. At the same time, I worked on 
creating the fictional world in which the film is 
set. I wanted to nail it down to it’s many details 
such as setting it in our fictional EuroCanada un-
ion (which we even made a website for: http://
eurocanada.eu/).

I’m a sucker for science, so in my head I have a 
lot of visions for the future. I took to my drawing 
book to create all the elements that I wanted to 
have in my film. Idea was to have a useable tech-
nology which evolved but didn’t really impact 
how people interact with each other. They still 
have the same problems and even though the 
technology advanced, people stayed the same. 
We have omni displays in glasses (through which 
only user can see the content), hover technolo-
gy, electric and fusion powered vehicles, invisi-
ble hologram touch technology and so on... all 
these things cannot replace the thing that we 
lost, clean drinkable water. In my complete ob-
session, everything in my film is part of some 
fictional brand. Our website thelastwellfilm.com 
holds all the little details as well as brand names 
and products listing that is fictionalized in film. 
We even branded all the weapons in film.

Q&A with director Filip Filković
Excerpt from the interview for Testkammer taken by journalist Doreen Matthei

Together with your author Velimir Grgić you have 
created the story for your dark science fiction 
material “The last Well”. It brings together the 
great end-time story and the real threat of water 
scarcity. Please tell me more about the making of 
the story. When you had the idea, what were the next steps?

Your vision of the future is dark. But nevertheless 
you incorporate futuristic elements. Tell me more 
about the production design.
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When we began producing film me and my di-
rector of photography Tomislav Krnić wanted to 
make a breed between western and futuristic 
science fiction film. We even have recognizable 
western themes and shots. For months we were 
searching for the proper location where we’d 
shoot the film, we traveled to rocky Dalmatian 
region and found out that if we shoot there it 
would kill our budget.  Then finally we found a 
perfect location very near our capital town of 
Zagreb and decided to set the whole film there. 
Interesting story is that an old lady lives in the 
house we filmed at, and the state the house is 
in is literally in conditions where she lives and 
has been living for more than half a decade. So 
we did some of our sci-fi scenography touch-ups 
but everything else is how it is right there on the 
spot. Amazing! Old lady still lives there and she 
asked us to leave her our water well prop in the 
front yard, she loved it so much (it’s still there to 
this day, I hope she is as well).

An extensive casting was made. We had several 
actors that we wanted to work with but some 
were unavailable. Everyone who we approached 
were delighted by the story and wanted to be 
in it but for one or the other reason weren’t 
right for the roles or just couldn’t fit it into their 
schedule. The main cast was perfect; Alen Liver-
ić, Mia Biondić and Ozren Grabarić which are all 
highly talented and very famous actors in Croa-
tia. We also had a first time actress Ida Rogić, the 
youngest in the team - she had a blast working 
on this film.

We did this film on an extremely low budget, but 
i’m thankful that it doesn’t show, it’s all ballanced 
very well. I’m currently working on my feature 
film, but it’s a different topic and story. We were 
talking about making The Last Well into a fea-
ture film or maybe even a series - treatment is 
already done. If you’ve seen The Last Well (short 
film), what you have seen is only a fraction of 
the story we have on our mind. I guess it’s logical 
that we want to make a feature film version be-
cause we created the whole world and mythol-
ogy behind the story, I hope we get the proper 
financing one day and make the feature film.

Q&A with director Filip Filković
Excerpt from the interview for Testkammer taken by journalist Doreen Matthei

The location is particularly successful. This gives 
your film a dusty western look, wonderfully suit-
able for your story. Maybe you can tell me more 
about the location and how you found it? Did you find your actors through casting?

What’s the next step for you now? Are there other 
projects in the pipeline? Or could you imagine to 
realize a feature film out of the material?
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thelastwellfilm.com
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